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In tr oducticm 

An Oblivious Transfer protocol as introduced in @3] and with one of the 

first mathematically based implementations in [Bl] is roughly a protocol where a 

sender puts a message in a communication channel where the message has a 

chance of (usually) one half to arrive at the intended recipient. The protocol has 

two important aspects; one is secrecy: the recipient cannot by deviating from 

the protocol increase the chance that eventually he gets hold of the message. 

The other aspect is authentication : the sender cannot find out whether the mes- 

sage reached the recipient. Based on heuristic arguments it is generally believed 

that both aspects cannot be met unconditionally in a mathematically-oriented 

protocol. So we need a cryptographic assumption to protect at least one of the 

two aspects. In the literature implementations for oblivious transfer based on a 

cryptographic assumption protected authenticity unconditionally, i.e. the sender 

could even with S i t e  computing power never find out what message reached 

the recipient. 

In those protocols the cryptographic assumption is that factoring is a hard prob- 

lem. So in those implementations we have to believe that the recipient cannot 

frnd a particular square root otherwise the aspect of secrecy is not fulfilled. 

In our proposal we reverse which aspect is protected unconditionally and 

which aspect is protected by a cryptographic assumption. In our proposal the 

cryptographic assumption is the Quadratic Residuosity Assumption and this as- 
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sumption must protect the authenticity. Our proposal protects secrecy almost 

unconditionally, i.e. the recipient could even with j n f i i  computer power not 

frnd out what the message was if he could not find out what that message was by 

following the protocol; the word almost reflects the fact that the recipient could 

cheat in an initializing protocol, but the chance that this goes undetected can be 

made extremely small and of c o m e  if the sender detects this cheating he refuses 

to do the main protocol. 

We also present a bitcommitment scheme. Such a scheme can be derived 

from our proposal for Oblivious Transfer but our bitcommitment scheme is with 

completely unconditional secrecy. In the presented form the underlying 

cryptographic assumption is the factoring problem. An earlier proposal for bit- 

commitment based on factoring is more efficient but guarantees secrecy only al- 

most unconditionally while our bitcommitment guarantees secrecy unmdition- 

ally- 

Oblivious Transfer, three flavors 

Roughly speaking oblivious transfer is a protocol where a message usually 

has a chance of y2 of reaching the recipient Bob and where the sender Alice can 

not fmd out whether this message reached Bob. For a single message this is a 

adequate definition. Further we have One out of Two Messages Oblivious 

Transfer and One Chosen out of Two Messages Oblivious Transfer- 
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Tn the first case Alice has two messages, one message will reach Bob but 

Alice does not know which one and Bob will know that he got say the second 

message but can not a priori decide which of the two messages he will get. In 

the second case Bob also gets only one message but this time he is able to de- 

cide which of the two he will get while Alice cannot find out his choice. 

Description of the Protocol without mathematics 

Alice the sender has a one bit message and encodes this message with a coin, 

say heads up for one. Before she comes to that she takes two coins and two 

identical wrapping papers and gives them to Bob sitting at the other end of the 

table. Bob wraps both coins in paper and gives them back to Alice. She 

unwrape one of the coins and puts the wrapping paper in a low tray. Secondly 
she puts clearly the sti l l  wrapped coin in the tray. And finally she puts the un- 

wrapped coin with the side accordii to her message bit above ,her choice 

protected from Bobs sight, m the tray. The tray is faed with a liquid completely 

dissolving the papers. Alice puts the lid on the tray, shifts the tray long enough 

for both the dissolving process and the shuffling of the coins. The tray is that 

low that the coins cannot flip. Then the tray is handed to Bob and he opens the 

tray and exams the coins, this time such that Alice cannot see which sides are 

up. If Bob sees two heads he knows that Alice’s bit was one but if he sees one 

head and one tail he does not know which of the two was Alice’s choice and 

which was still wrapped when Alice put it in the tray. 

Need for an Initializing Protocol 

Basically our protocol works with two coins for a one bit message. Alice 

chooses the upper side of one coin accordii to her message and the other is 
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thrown such that the Alice, the sender cannot see which side is up and such that 

Bob, the recipient, sees both coins but cannot see which was thrown and which 

was chosen. We approach this situation under the Quadratic Residuosity As- 

sumption. Given a number N which is not a square and which among its set of 

divisors has exactly two prime numbers we know from elementary number theo- 

ry that the group of residues with Jacoby symbol one is twice as big as the 

subgroup of square residues. Given two arbitrary residues J and Res with Jaco- 

by symbol plus one Alice start with encoding her message bit by a square if it is 

zero and and by J times a square if her message bit is one. This is her fvst resi- 

due. She throws a coin by flipping a coin fust and decoding zero by Res and 

one by Res times J. This is her second residue. Tf Bob made N and choosed J 

and Ra then Alice does not know whether the second residue is a square or not. 

So for Alice the second residue is like throwing a coin. Bob cannot influence 

this coin unless J is a square. But then he cannot decrypt the fmt residue. So 

Bob better chooses J to be a non square. Up to now Bob can easily distinguish 

the (first) residue Alice made according to her choice and the (second) residue 

made as an implementation of a thrown coin even if Alice arbitrarily interchang- 

es their order or not The final tuning for the main algorithm is to divide the 

first residue on the second and sending this quotient residue and the first residue 

in arbitrary order to Bob. Bob checks that their product is one of the two admit- 

ted cases and decrypt a residue into a one if and only if it is not a square. If and 
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only if both bits are the same he knows the message. This two-steps decoding 

only works iff is not asquare. It is easy to analyze that if J is a square Alice 

message bit remaim unknown. 

So the only way to cheat for Bob is making N a square with two prime divisors 

or make a modulus with three or more prime divisors. The first trick is easy to 

recognize but to avoid the second way of cheating Bob needs to convince Alice 

that N has only two prime divisors. 

As far as the author knows there is no direct proof for this ( in the litterature 

there is even a claim that deciding whether a number has two or three prime di- 

visors is a hard problem) without giving away the factorization and thereby the 

authenticity of the main protocol and so we need a interactive protocol(or a 

mutually trusted random source like in [GP] or [SP]) for convincing Alice that 

the number N chosen by Bob has only two prime factors. 

Initializing Protocol 

Bob ,the recipient in the main protocol, produces aR.S.A. modulus N and a 

non-square residue J with Jacobi-symbol 1. He sends them to Alice, the sender 

in the main protocol and Alice and Bob participate in a zero-knowledge protocol 

like the protocol described ia [GP] (in their protocol there is no interaction be- 

came there the existence of a mutually trusted random source is  assumed) where 

Alice challenges Bob to prove that the number of prime factors of N is equal to 
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two and 3 is a non-square. Alice does not need a ptocol  tn find out that N 

has at least two different prime factors because we Bssume that the order of the 

multiplicative group modulo a good RS.A. modulus has only a factor two or 

perhaps another small factor in common with N l  . The other claimed proper- 

ties are not feasible to check for Alice on her own so she needs this protocol. 

We will briefly sketch one round of this protocol. Both produce a residue with 

Jacobi-symbol I , frrst Alice sends her residue to Bob and then Bob sends his 

to Alice, Alice makes a choice challenging Bob to write either his residue or the 

product of her residue and his residue BS J.bR2 . Bob sends the bit b and the 

residue R to Alice and Alice checks for comctness. 

If the number of differemt prime factors is three or more Bob has a chance of 

~40fbeingabletopmiuceaadequatepairbandR InthecasethatNcontains 

only two Merent prime facbrs but J is a square Bob also has a chance of 2/4 of 

being able to produce band R By using n rounds of this protocol with new 

choices for residues the chance of successfully cheating by Bob becomes ( M ) ~  

In other words at the expense of linear cost Alice can get a “exponential con- 

fidence” in Bob’s claim about N and 3 .  

Main Protocol 

The first protocol is for Single Message Oblivious Transfer. 
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Before Alice starts sending messages, she gets a set of residues, called Res , 

with Jambi-symbol 1 from Bob. A message is written in b q  form and let 

us say c is the next bit to send. To send this bit of the message Alice produces a 

random residue S and a random bit d and computes A = f 9 and B = ResJ!/ 

A where Res is the lowest numbered element of the set of residues Alice got 

from Bob which is not used for other messages. Then A and B are interchanged 

precisely if their values were not in a natural order. After this the two residues 

are send in their natural ordering to Bob. Bob checks that the product is either 

an element of the list of residues he send Alice at the start of the main protocol 

or of the form Jtimes such an element (and identical to produds of p a b  for 

sending other bits of the same message). 

With high probability we may assume that Nand J are what they are sup- 

posed to be and then Bob will find out what the message bit c is precisely when 

the product Res Jd of the two residues Aand B is a square. The chance that 

this occurs is exactly y2 under Q.R.A.. This chance has this value because Alice 

is under Q.R.A. not supposed to see the quadratic characteristic of k s  and by 

choosing d independently with a chance n from her point of view there is a 

chance n that the product ~ e s  P of the two residues is a square. The reason 

that Bob can “encrypt” c in the case that the product of the residues is a square is 

first : Bob can easily see that the product is a square because he knows the fac- 

torisation of N. And the second reason for Bob’s ability of encrypting is that in 

that case both residues he got from Alice have to be or both a square or both a 

non-square. In that case, so although Bob does not know which of the two resi- 
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dues is the message A containing the message bit c ,he certainly knows whether 

A is a square (because both residues are squares) or not and therefore what the 

message bit c is. In case the product is anon square and of the form Res Jd 
(this form disables Alice to how whether or not Aand B have the same 

quadratic characteristic) 

as Bob can not tell which of the two residues is A , from his point of view it is 

equally likely that c equals zero as well equals one. This dilemma means that 

the message does not reach Bob. In this case Bob can study Aand B for years 

but he will never know (without the cooperation of Alice) so if according to the 

protocol Bob did not receive the message he will not find it by any deviation of 

the protocol. So Bob can, after committing to a good modulus and non-square 

residue, never fmd out the message bit if the pduct of the two residues is a 

non-square. So indeed secrecy is almost unconditionally protected. 

A and B have a different quBdtatic characteristic and 

On the other h d  if Alice can distinguish between squares and non-squares 

(thus violating Q . U .  in other words breaking the cryptographic assumption) 

she catl for example always sends a message which never arrives. She does this 

by observing the quadtatic chamcteristic of Res and choosing d zero if Res is 

a non-square and choosing done if Res is a square. But as long as Alice does 

not know the guadratic characteristic of Res she does not know whether she 

“doublesn her message bit or sends a non-descriptive (unordered!) pair zero and 

one to Bob. So indeed the authenticity is protected by the cryptographic as- 

sumption. 

The extra factor J which Alice can use (she can take Res J or Res as product 
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for the residues A and B ) is to protect her against an m m p t  to cheat by Bob 

by making all Res a square. 

For each message another element Res of the list is used otherwise authen- 

tication in a higher sense is violated, i-e., for example assume that for two mes- 

sage bits the probably different pairs A and B have the Same product Res then 

Alice does not know whether the first message reaches Bob but she knows that 

either both message reach Bob or none of the two message bits. This 

dependency is exploited by using the same product Res or Res J for sending the 

bits of a single message and also in the One out of Two Messages Oblivious 

transfer. 

The protocols for One out of Two Messages Oblivious Transfer are done by 

using the same residue Res twice but once with Res as product of two residues 

and once Res J as product of two residues. Bob can choose which message he 

gets if Alice has to use Res as the first product and Res J as the second pmd- 

uct If Alice is dowed to interchange the products, i.e., she is free to choose 

Res respectively as well as Res J respectively for the product of the first pair A 

and B but then she is obliged to make the second B such that the product of the 

second pair A and B is Res J, xespectively Res. In this case there is no choice 

for Bob. Exactly one of the products will be a square and the secret bit put in 

one of the factors of that product will be revealed. It is also clear that the other 

product is a non-square, therefore one factor is a square and the other is a non- 

square. It is equally likely that the square or the non-square contains the mes- 

sage bit so this secret bit will never be known by Bob. 
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Efficiency Cmsiderations 

We can decrease message-lengths in the Single Message protocol by sending 
only the smallest of the pair A, B and the bit d and if necessary a pointer to fb. 

We can further avoid modulo divisions by Alice the sender if Bob, who is 
the recipient and the maker of the modulus, is willing to compute inverses of J 
and his residues Res and send those numbers in corresponding pairs to Alice. 

There is also a way to moid the sending of the batch with the residues Res 
(or one residue Res per oblivious transferred message) by letting Alice use out- 

puts of one-way functions. This last is not possible with the One Chosen out of 

two Oblivious Transfer because there Bob has to ensure that the product of the 

fmt two residues A and B is a square and therefore the product of the last two 

residues A and B is a non-square if he wants to know the first secret bi t  

After the next chapter we will indicate how an initializing protocol for our 
Oblivious Transfer can be done in two and a half round. 

unconditionally secure bitcommitment 

Under this heading we present a bitcommitment scheme for which the secre- 

cy of the encrypted bit is unconditionally that is each well-formed encryption of 

zero is also a possible encryption of one and vice-versa BefoF we present this 

we f’ust make the association between the oblivious transfer above and the bit- 

commitment presented at the end of this section. In [Cr] a method is presented 

to derive a bit commitment scheme out of oblivious transfer, especially out of 

One out of Two Messages Oblivious Transfer. For the general method one has 
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to do several transfers to commit to one bit. By using one of the One out of TWO 

messages Oblivious Transfer presented above it is clear that the Exclusive-Or 

sum of the two secret bits is almost unconditionally secret for the recipient Bob. 

In this case one (instead of several as in [Cr] for the general case) One out of 

Two messages Oblivious Transfer is enough to commit to a bit. 

To clarify this let Res be a residue made by Bob. Alice want to commit to bit a 

. She produces a random bit c and two random residues R and S .  She com- 

putes the bit b=c .%a and A =  P$ , B = M A ,  C = f 2, D =  Res J /C . 
She interchanges the first pair if their values are not in their natural ordering and 

does the same with the second pair. Tn a straightforward version this fourtuple is 

a commitment to the bit a .  In fact by analyzing this and thereby reducing the 

message length we get an earlier proposal for a bitcommitment scheme [BCC] 

based on factoring which is almost unconditionally secure with respect to secre- 

cy. To reduce the message length Bob and Alice extend the initializing protocol 

by a zero knowledge proof from Bob to Alice that this special Ra is a square 

[like in BCC]. The residues A and Bare no longer necessary so the bit c is 

made equal to the secret bit and only the smallest of the residues C and D (the 

third element of the special fourtupel) is  given to Bob. Alice can “open this bit- 

commitment” (terminology of [BCC]) in two ways if she can compute a square 

root of Res. So suddenly the authenticity of the bitcommitment is protected by 

the difficulty of computing this square root (whereas the authenticity of the 

oblivious transfer generating this bitcommitment was protected by Q.R.A.). 

I .  

Now we will present our bitcommitment scheme. Like the bitcommitment 
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scheme of [BCC] it is based on factoring. The secrecy of the encrypted bits in 

the PCC] scheme is almost unconditional (it depends like our oblivious trader 

on luck in an initializing protocol). We change this protocol at the sacfifice of 

more computations to get unconditional secrecy of the encrypted bits. We get 

complete unconditiondity for the secrecy of the committed bit by using repeated 

squaring. 

In order to commit to a bit Alice asks Bob to produce an odd number N 

between M , a fmed power of two, and 2M and a residue K with Jacobi-sym- 

bol -1. Bob computes L = #mod N and sends N, & L to Alice. First Alice 

checks this triple. In order to commit to a bit c Alice takes a random residue S 

and computes T =  Lc fl and sends T to Bob. Bob, who better knows the fac- 

torization of N, checks that T has indeed odd multiplicative order. Bob can 

open T in two ways and therefore the secrecy is unconditional and Alice cannot 

find an alternative opening of T unless she can factor N. (The power M is 

taken to ensure that the gcd of 2M with the multiplicative order of the group is 

at most M and of course in practice this gcd is much lower.) 

Because every residue which can be written as a a residue in the power M 

also can be written as a residue in the power 2M Bob gets no i n f o d o n  about 

the secret bit c. But Alice can only change her commitment if she can write L 

as a residue in the power 2M and that is equivalent to factoring N. 

So here w e  have a bitcommitment scheme with unconditional secrecy and au- 

thenticity based on the difficulty of factoring. 
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Initializing protocol in a bounded number of rounds 

In [SP] a One out of Two Oblivious Transfer is presented where the 

initializing protocol is a single message (half a round) under the assumption of 

Trusted Randomness. Their protocol differs in the sense that even if N has two 

prime factors the recipient can cheat if their y is a square. Such a cheating is 

conceivable if the Public Random bits are known on beforehand and a recipient 

with unbounded computing power can thereafter select the prime divisors for his 

public modulus N. Without the assumption of mutually trusted random bits we 

can make our initializing protocol in a bounded number of rounds using the 

footsteps of [BCY] as follows: 

Bob sends his modulus. 

Alice makes random residues with Jacoby symbol one and raises them to the 

Power (where N has M+ I bits) and sends those outputs to Bob. 
Bob makea and sends random residues with Jacoby symbol one. 

Alice opens the roots of the residues she send. 

Bob computes the products of one residue of his own and one root of Alice 

(following the ordering) and shows that those products can be divided in two 

sets, where in each set the quotient of two members is a square. 

This is a protocol with two and a half round which need an extra polishing if 

N-1 has Jacoby symbol one and Bob is not willing to disclose whether this 
number is a square or not. In that case Alice also has for each root to commit to 

whether twice this root is bigger or smaller than the modulus. 

Conclusions 

We have made an implementation for three flavors of Oblivious Transfer 

build from nothing in common by the participants. 
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